
Nick Vargo 
Local Guide · 213 reviews 

The three main things we looked for in our 
solar search were 1) local, 2) 
knowledgeable, and 3) a long history in the 
area. Pima is based out of Tucson and is 
part of a larger electrical company with a 
long history of doing quality work for major 
companies in Tucson.  After interviewing 
four companies, they came out ahead with 
the fact that we could get immediate 
responses from everyone, actually had 
people stop by to check on the installation, 
and were ready to handle any situation that 
came up. They also had the fastest 
turn-around time and were able to start the 
installation within a few weeks of the 
proposal (others were months out due to 
supply issues). What made me realize we 
made the right decision was when they 
took extra care and time to responded 
when we had roof issues unrelated to the 
solar, but they wanted to make sure the 
solar would not be impacted with the 
repair work being done and ensure the 
solar work was not in any way a 
contributing factor in the roof issues.  A++. 
Will use again. Definitely recommend!

2 months ago

B

Callen Hunt 
5 reviews

It was a pleasure to deal with this company. 
Their expertise and professionalism were 
immediately apparent as they candidly 
responded to all of my inquiries and gave a 
quote for our solar system that was free of 
hidden fees or unanticipated adjustments. 
Every employee who worked on my system, 
including the project managers, designers, and 
installers, received the same high level of 
service. Also excellent communication 
throughout. Strongly advised Pima Solar

 a month ago

B

Daniel Ly 
5 reviews 

Moving down from WIsconsin we decided 
to get solar added to the house we moved 
into and after shopping around and dealing 
with scam solar companies, we finally 
came across Pima Solar which was 
amazing from the first phone call! Adam 
came out and was very informative about 
the solar and when he left he was not 
pushy and gave us time to think if we 
wanted to continue and given after the 
scam companies we dealt with we did give 
it some thought. When we decided to go 
with Pima Solar the process was quick and 
easy and everything afterwards just all 
happened very quickly with minimal efforts 
from us. Jen our amazing project manager 
scheduled all the needed inspections and 
best part was we didn’t have to be around 
for anything and they gave you this feel of 
trust which made the experience that 
much more better! All in all the experience 
with Pima Solar was quick simple painless 
and within 1-2 months of signing the 
contract I am no running on Solar!! Thank 
you Pima Solar we would definitely 
recommend them for anyone future Solar 
needs!

3 weeks ago NEW

B

B

Cecil McQuain 
3 reviews 

Excellent customer service and product. 
Several Thousand dollars cheaper than 
other companies, with better rated 
equipment. Jen, our project lead, was 
extremely communicative. Installation was 
super smooth as well. Love our panels.

a week ago NEW

B
B

Ian Boulton 
21 reviews

I just had a solar system installed by Pima 
Solar. The whole process beginning to end 
was pretty painless and I enjoyed working 
with Adam Henson throughout the 
process. Highly recommended. They do 
good work.

 2 months ago

B
B

Wesley Reyes
 1 review 

I am completely satisfied with using Pima 
Solar. I was wanting to use a local 
company that is why I chose to call them, 
they rep had plenty of knowledge which led 
me to chose to sign contract with them. 
There were a few hiccups which is to be 
expected when dealing with building 
permits and different organizations (city, 
power company, financing); however, they 
worked diligently to insure prompt resolve 
on any issue that occurred. I am excited to 
start seeing the impact on my energy 
consumption.

3 weeks ago NEW
Dan McNabney 
5 reviews 

Had a great experience with Pima Solar. 
They were professional, efficient, and good 
communicators throughout the entire 
process which went amazingly smoothly 
and fast. Highly recommend!

2 weeks ago NEW

charles dolvin
 63 reviews 

George can fix anything. He's on Pickett 
road now.

2 years ago

CONTACT US

Danielle Fradette 
3 reviews 

Knowledgeable, courteous, good 
communication, timely. I was nervous 
about getting solar because of horror 
stories I had heard about other companies. 
Pima Solar answered every question I had, 
got things done quickly, and I am very 
satisfied with the experience.

a month ago

Five Star Reviews

Five Star Reviews

Rebecca Henson
 2 reviews 

I want to express my feelings and 
experiences regarding Pima Solar 
Company for a job that they have done for 
my house. about the installation process. 
happy to have a Residential Solar panel 
installation. Thank you  Pima Solar 
Company and the staff.

3 weeks ago NEW

Wenru Shen 
1 review 

Pima solar provide an excellent service. 
They were very prompt and provide 
detailed explanation of what to expect on 
every stage of the process. We are pleased 
with the services they provided.

2 months ago John Nearhood
 Local Guide · 20 reviews

Their prices are way below those that 
canvas the neighborhood. Planning and 
install went smoothly. Issues were 
addressed promptly and professionally. 
Would get again.

 3 weeks ago NEW

Norris Jenkins 
1 review 

Initially, I was a little skeptical about 
getting solar panels in general. I did some 
research, obtained different quotes from 
different companies, and in the end, I 
decided to go through with the project. I 
now know that not only did I make the right 
decision on a product, but the best 
company to do it for me. I want to thank 
Jake and his team at Pima Solar for 
providing me with the customer service 
and product that has been great for my 
home and my family!

9 months ago

frank law
 5 reviews 

Pima did a fine job in managing the whole 
process of getting solar planned and 
installed. I recommend them for others.

2 months ago

Michael Grayson 
1 review

My representative from Pima Solar was 
great.  He explained in great detail how the 
program works and all the benefits that 
come with it.  He was Thorough
In explaining the approval process and the 
installation process.

 a year ago
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